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The 100+ Series, Intro to Geometry, offers in-depth practice and review for challenging middle

school math topics such as angles and triangles; graphing lines; and area, volume, and surface

area. Bonus activities on each page help extend the learning and activities, making these books

perfect for daily review in the classroom or at home. Common Core State Standards have raised

expectations for math learning, and many students in grades 6â€“8 are studying more accelerated

math at younger ages. The 100+ Series provides the solution with titles that include over 100

targeted practice activities for learning algebra, geometry, and other advanced math topics. It also

features over 100 reproducible, subject specific practice pages to support standards-based

instruction.
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An essential supplement to classroom instruction, 100+ practice activities will keep studentsâ€™

skills sharp while preparing them for the next level of math study. This book provides a complete

introduction to geometry with all the instruction, practice, and review students need from the

beginning of the year to the end. Step-by-step explanations, complete practice problems, and fun

extension activities help students in grades 7 and up master even the most challenging topics.



I really live these books and this updated version is also really good too, with two issues. (1) I

bought this book for material for CCSSM strand 7.G.A.1 (scale drawings of geometric figures) but

nothing is included. Why? I'm not sure why this CC strand isn't covered. Not major, but why cover

every other Geometry strand and NOT this one? (2) The book's cover also states that this book

covers material for grade 7+, but if you look at page 6 (use the look inside) which outlines what

states which topics in this book are covered it's 99% material for grades 7 & 8 only. So if you are

looking for something for High School related you are out of luck. But with these two issues

removed I highly recommend this book as it's good solid practice.

Just what we wanted.

Very good book to teach/torture "smart ass" kids

HOW i MET Your Mother Is My Grand Sons #1 Show so we have all we can get on our fire TV and

he watch's them every night and weekend when he has free time to watch TV !!
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